
WATERBEACH PARISH COUNCIL 

Council meeting 6 March 2018 

Item 17/243b Clerk’s report 

 

SCDC Community Forum 

SCDC has created a web page for a Waterbeach Community Forum, the first meeting of which is on 

14 March and has been publicised on the WPC website. There are already forums set up in other 

major growth areas such as Northstowe and Cambourne.  I understand these have normally started 

out small and grown – but have alerted SCDC that interest is high in the village. The venue for the 

first one has already been moved from the Church Room at St John’s to the Baptist Chapel. 

Anglian Water 

District Cllr Tregoing has identified contacts at Anglian Water to come to speak to the Council about 
the concerns over the capacity of the sewage treatment works in the village. Unfortunately the 6 
March date was not suitable – I will try to get them along either to the next Planning Committee 
meeting of else the April Council meeting. Meanwhile for anyone who isn’t aware, here is a link to a 
document dated 10 March 2017 that updated their strategy and responded to questions raised by 
the Planning Inspector: https://www.cambridge.gov.uk/public/ldf/coredocs/RD-SS/rd-ss-350.pdf 
 

Toddler wheeled park 

The main works are now in place but some more graphics are yet to be put in place, and the half-

pipe will be painted. The contractors had to return to replace the benches with seats and reposition 

the red fence. Informal feedback from users has been positive.   

Skatepark 

I have approached Concreate with images of the crack on the skatepark – no reply as yet 

Sports Equipment store 

A new security door has now been installed to replace the one damaged in the break-in. 

Dog fouling on the rec. 

This has been raised as a health and safety issue 
and I am looking into getting some ‘glowing 
eyes’ posters from a Keep Britain Tidy research 
project. This follows a Defra sponsored research 
project at 120 sites where KBT documented an 
average 46% reduction in dog fouling incidents .   
They posters are made of correx (like the signs 
that SCDC used for change of bin day) so should 
last a long time.   

 

 

Some councils are using biodegradable chalk spray to highlight the extent of the problem. Camden 

Council issued a number of residents with spray cans making it easier for passers-by to avoid and 

sending a message to those responsible that their actions are being noticed by others (peer 

https://www.scambs.gov.uk/waterbeach-community-forum-0
https://www.cambridge.gov.uk/public/ldf/coredocs/RD-SS/rd-ss-350.pdf


pressure!), so I will look at that too. Meanwhile I will continue to press SCDC about additional bins 

for Bannold Road.  

SCDC Cleaner Communities Pilot scheme 

We put in an expression of interest in hiring a self-propelled leaf and litter vacuum from SCDC as 

part of its Cleaner Communities pilot scheme and it seems there is a good chance we will be able to 

take advantage of this. The scheme was oversubscribed but our EoI was accepted, It is a piece of kit 

we have not got which should enable more efficient leaf clearance on smaller areas such as the 

cemetery, the toddler wheeled area and Clare Close. I will be liaising with SCDC further on this. 

Litter Bins 

The SCDC contractor has finally been in touch and five replacement bins should be installed once 

conditions on the Rec are less frosty and wet. This was an old order and I have since asked for more 

plus dog bins but have been warned there is a considerable backlog at SCDC and we have to wait out 

place in the queue. 

Cemetery 

The Commonwealth War Grave Commission has undertaken some tidying works on the military 

graves in the cemetery which they needed to complete before the end of the financial year. This had 

been scheduled for some months and not related to the storm damage last month.  Urban and Civil 

have confirmed that their contractors should be removing the tree stumps left. 

Bank Accounts 

This is the current position: 

Cambridge Building Society   £82,645.56  
Cambridge and Counties Bank   £79,219.08 
Close Brothers     £83,288.21 
Unity Trust     £319,151.30 
Cash      0 
 
GRAND TOTAL     £564,304.15 
 
Dates for the diary 

14 SCDC Community Forum 

21 Finance - TBC 

26 Highways 

28 (Wed) Planning- TBC 

30 March – 2 April - Fair on the Green 

 
 


